HKSQ published a new book named “Extenics: The Logic of Innovation” in Dec 2019. It aims to introduce an original China New Science which studies the possibility of extending things, rules and methodology of developing innovation with formalized patterns for resolving contradictory problem. Extenics is also one of fundamental theories of AI in China. Prof. Cai Wen, father of Extenics, has created a basic theory and methodology to deal with incompatible problems since 1976. Then the birth of Extenics is from his first paper named “Extension Set and the Issue of Incompatibility” published in China’s Journal of Scientific Exploration in 1983. This book uses 31 short articles with diagrams to introduce the overall picture of Extenics theory.

Selling price is HK$98@ and shipping charge is HK$22 in Hong Kong
New Year Discounted Price to be HK$100 that includes shopping charge in Hong Kong
(From 1 Jan 2020 to 29 Feb 2020)

Book order procedure:

i) Fill the Book Order Form below

ii) By direct transfer to “The Hong Kong Society for Quality Ltd.” account at Hang Seng Bank account No. 786-035329-883. (Please send the fund transfer receipt together with this Book Order Form to HKSQ by email to info@hksq.org)
Book Order Form

(Valid up to 29 February 2020)

Please fill the form in BLOCK letters

Mr./Ms: __________________________________________ (in Chinese)_______________________

HKSQ membership No: _____________ If you are not a member of HKSQ, just leave it blank.

Mailing Address*: ___________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
(Only orders with mailing address in Hong Kong will be entertained)

Phone*: _______________________

Primary email address*: ______________________ 2nd email address: _______________________

* Please note that information must be provided for communication

No. of Books Ordered (For New Year 2020 discounted offer)

One (HK$100, shipping charge in Hong Kong included) □

Two (HK$200, shipping charge in Hong Kong included) □

Others: _______________